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about
"DevCon Hyderabad" is a platform to learn, share, 

network, collaborate and contribute. This is a place 

where technologies and developers meet. 

Technology keeps changing and evolving - and we are 

at the cusp of another such shift. Listen to experts in 

the industry on what are these changes, get a feel of 

these new technologies and learn how to stay ahead 

of the curve.



Our streams

microservices
Build small, simple yet robust applications, all 
by just breaking them up into smaller, 
maintainable chunks in the language of your 
choice to build each one of them. 

devops
Bridge the gap between being the developer 
and the ops person. Learn all the cutting edge 
tools of the trade and be involved in all the way 
from writing your first commit to deploy it in the 
cloud.

AI & ML
The future is machines. Data is a new oil. Learn
how to make the very best of ML and build the
perfect AI.

mobile & web
The age of the handheld screen are here and we 
see less of desktops by the day.Learn to use the 
tools to crate the perfect cross platform apps. 



Planning to make an app? 

Need it to be small, maintainable, intelligent while 
ensuring it as cutting edge?

Then look no further. This is the place to be. 

DEVCON HYDERABAD. 

the next big shift in tech is here



speakers
Know about these technologies and their implications when used? Share your
knowledge, so the world is aware.

Gaurav raina
Faculty at IIT Madras,
Instructor at IMAD - India's largest MOOC, 
Chairman of Mobile Payments Forum of India

can be you

?
siva prasad k
Developer at ThoughtWorks, 
Blogger, 
Author of Springboot: Learn by example,
prime faces beginners guide &
java persistance with mybats3

prabir purkayastha
 Author and  Founder of Delhi  science forum

kiran chandra
General secretary, FSMI



Premium sponsor - INR 10,00,000/- 
Co-title sponsor (along with Swecha)

Logo prominently displayed on the website and on all communications.

Keynote Talk & Two Speaker Slots

Branding on all the banners and merchandise

Two standees inside the venue

Platinum sponsor - INR 5,00,000/- 
Co-organiser

Logo prominently displayed on the website and on all communications.

Two speaker slots

Branding on all the banners and merchandise

Two standees inside the venue

diamond sponsor - INR 2,50,000/- 
Logo displayed as sponsor on the website and on mailers

Two speaker slots

Branding on all the banners as sponsor

Two standees inside the venue

gold sponsor - INR 1,00,000/- 
Logo displayed as sponsor on the website and on mailers

One speaker slots

Branding on all the banners as sponsor



devconhyd.com
contact@devconhyd.com

9014655319

8008503615
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